Identifying causal relationships is a key premise of scientific research. The growth of observational data in different disciplines along with the availability of machine learning methods offers the possibility of using an empirical approach to identifying potential causal relationships, to deepen our understandings of causal behavior and to build theories accordingly. Conventional methods of causality inference from observational data require a considerable length of time series data to capture cause-effect relationship. We find that potential causal relationships can be inferred from the composition of one step transition rates to and from an event. Also known as Markov chain, one step transition rates are a commonly available resource in different scientific disciplines. Here we introduce a simple, effective and computationally efficient method that we termed "Causality Inference using Composition of Transitions (CICT)" to reveal causal structure with high accuracy. We characterize the differences in causes, effects, and random events in the composition of their inputs and outputs. To demonstrate our method, we use an administrative inpatient healthcare dataset to set up a graph network of patients' transition between different diagnoses. Then we apply our method to patients' transition graph, revealing deep and complex causal structure between clinical conditions. Our method shows high accuracy in predicting whether a transition in a Markov chain is causal or random, and good performance in identifying the direction of causality in bidirectional associations. Moreover, CICT brings in the new type of information that enables unsupervised clustering methods to discriminate causality from randomness. Comprehensive analysis of performance and content of computational models and comparison with medical ground truth validates our findings.
Introduction
Finding causal relationships is the ultimate premise of scientific research including research in health sciences. Despite the critical importance of identifying probable causal connections in medicine -including adverse drug events and epidemic onsets-we have continued to rely on the inference of experts and statistical correlations for such judgments. These causal relationships can be difficult to find in part because sufficient reliable data from clinical trials are sparse. Although massive amounts of observational data exist that might yield the same causal connections, such as billing data, little success has been achieved in Medicine in interrogating this kind of data for causality.
Nonetheless, use of quantitative methods for detecting causal relations in observational data has been studied in different settings including physics, social network studies, biology, genomics, epidemiology(1), economics and other disciplines. Granger causality, an important advancement in causality research, focuses on a linear relation between cause and effect and can be applied when information about a causative factor is not inseparably shared with the effect (2) . For example, sedentary life style and obesity are not separable as each one may induce the other or both may be the result of a hidden factor. For nonlinear systems, different methods are proposed including nonlinear variations of Granger causality (3, 4) , techniques of state space reconstruction (2, 5, 6) , conditional mutual information (7, 8) ,recurrence plots(9, 10) and information entropy transfer (11) . However, all these methods require sufficiently large samples of long time series to achieve reasonable results (12) . An important limiting factor is that to build a model, causal inference methods make presumptions either about data structure (e.g. availability of a time series with sufficient length or consistent sequence of cause and effect) or about causal structure (e.g. being acyclic or non-recursive like in Bayesian networks). Such assumptions cannot embrace real data especially in complex and interconnected domains like medicine, biology, ecology, and finance. New methods to detect potential causal relationships that make minimal assumptions about data structure and causal structure are needed to speed up clinical insights using real-world observational data in an expedient, non-resource intensive manner.
In this study, we used an observational administrative healthcare dataset to evaluate whether causal relations can be inferred from the frequency of patients' transition from one clinical condition to another. Frequency data on observed events (phenomena) and transitions between them is an inexpensive and commonly available data in different scientific disciplines including health care. Such data can be used to setup a transition network by assuming each phenomenon(event) as a node and aggregating all observed transitions between one node to another node as a connecting edge. For example, for all patients who had pneumonia following an episode of influenza, one edge from the influenza node to the pneumonia node keeps the frequency of transition. Transition networks, known as stationary Markov chains, are ubiquitous in real-world data such as traffic data, the sequence of web clicks, message spreading, econometrics, ecology, weather prediction, and physics. Given the challenge of inference and prediction from Markov models, scientists have invented methods to meet this challenge, including social influence analysis, Random walk and its offspring such as PageRank (13) , and Walktrap(14) MapEquation (15) .
Here we propose a Causal Inference using Composition of Transitions (CICT) as a new method for causal structure discovery. We assumed that on a transition network the set of events before and after a cause have different stochastic compositions than for an effect or random event. we hypothesized that such difference can be identified from moments of distributions of characteristics of inputs and outputs, hereto after called as composition. For example, events before and after myocardial infarction are different than before and after a common cold. Also, we assumed that a transition from a cause to effect is an irreversible process in normal real life systems. Such irreversibility should create observable asymmetry in transition rates for a cause to effect versus effect to cause (figure 1.b). For example, the rate of transition from myocardial infarction to chronic heart failure should be higher than the reverse. Accordingly, we defined a prior and posterior probability on each edge, given two nodes i: source and j: target, we defined confidence and contribution as follow:
So for each pair of nodes, we created two parameters for transition edge ⃗⃗ and two parameters for transition edge ⃗⃗⃗ . Then we calculated combinatorial features borrowing ideas such as power, resistance, and pressure from electrical circuits and hydraulic systems to create second level parameters. Next to capture the compositions of input and output edges, for each first, second and third level parameter, we extracted different moments of distribution including mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, median absolute deviation and L moments. A total of 320 features were created to capture and characterize the qualities that discriminate causes and causal connections from others.
Then we used clustering methods to evaluate whether an inherent grouping exists between known causal and non-causal conditions and transitions. Also, we trained classification machine learning models to learn differences between causal phenomenon versus effects and random occurrences. we used these models to predict causal relations, describe their predictive power and determine top predictors of causality. we chose an empirical approach to validate our results against well-known medical facts. Medical facts on proven causal relations in medicine were used as the ground truth to validate findings. The health domain provides a good testbed due to availability of large-scale datasets and the benefit of well-established domain knowledge. we avoided incorporating domain or design specific knowledge into the method to keep the findings as simple and generalizable as possible and to ensure applicability in other scientific domains. Also, we defined a minimum length model to show that even a scarce set of inputs, like simple one-step transitions frequencies, carry invaluable information that can be exploited. 
Building the ground truth
To evaluate results of unsupervised methods and to train supervised methods we require ground truth.
Here the ground truth is previous knowledge about a sufficient set of relations between pairs of clinical conditions. To prepare this set we used Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) semantic network to extract a set of 250 previously known causal relations that we found a match for in our transition data. Two clinicians as subject matter experts verified the correctness of identified causal relations. Then we assigned the type of each relation to the corresponding transition on the graph. In addition to causal relations, a set of random relations is required for predictive models to learn the difference between causal and random relations. Accordingly, we chose a random sample of transitions from our transition graph, then, two subject matter experts manually tagged 250 relations as 'irrelevant-may coincide' denoting that a transition from the first clinical state to the second is most probably due to a random process and not a causal relation.
Results of Causal Inference using Composition of Transitions (CICT)
Most of modeling and machine learning researches, including in causality inference, are focused on building new models and proving the validity of modeling presumptions. Here we use standard, well-established models and show that the features we created, contain new information about causality that a standard model can learn it. Accordingly, we designed 4 experiments using classification and clustering methods then we evaluate the performance and results of the models to show that CICT can capture new facets of causality. Experiment 1 shows how much CICT is able to predict the causal direction in a bidirectional association. Experiment 2 shows the power of CICT in discriminating causal transitions from random transitions. The third experiment proves that CICT works independent of event(state or phenomenon) identification process, the specific granule size of labeling, and from cohort definition (preconditions) as far as they are consistent and reflective of real phenomena. The last experiment ensures the elimination of possible subjective errors in the validation phase. In all experiments after optimizing and validating the predictive model, we used the discrimination power of the models using the area under the receivers operating characteristics curve (AUC of ROC) as a surrogate of the amount of causal knowledge that CICT learns. Also, We describe the most important predictors of causality and provide interpretation for causal behavior.
Experiment 1: CICT predicts direction of associations
We hypothesized that if the composition of transitions contains information about causality, it should be able to predict the direction of causation in the bidirectional association between pairs of clinical conditions. For example, if our observation shows frequent both way transition between flu and pneumonia it should be able to specify which one is a real cause or precipitating factor for the other. We used logistic regression and random forest for modeling. Random forest is a wellstudied machine learning method that works well in nonlinear and complex problem domains. Random forest reports the collective result of multiple decision as its output. Accordingly, using the ground truth that is built earlier we selected a set of 250 causal transitions (e.g. flu => pneumonia) and 250 reverse of causal relations (e.g pneumonia => flue). So we achieved a total of 500 reciprocal relationships. Then we used a 75% random sample of this data for training and used the 25% remaining to test the model. We used 10-fold cross-validation on the training set to ensure model stability. Random Forest(RF) surpassed logistic regression. RF predictive model converged in 3 trees of depth 5 and shows a discrimination power of AUC= .746 with Mean Square Error = 0.165 and R2 = 0.21. The model is well calibrated evaluating by Hosmer-Lemeshow chisquare on 10 deciles of risk (Chi_square = 5.195, P-value = 0.7365). (Figure 2 a,b,c ).
An AUC = .746 is an acceptable predictive power as a model with an area under the receiver operating curve more than 0.7 is considered as a fair model with practical applications. The top 10 relations predicted as causal by the model shown in Table 1 .a. are well known causal relations in medicine.
Principle component analysis is able to explain 60% of variance within first 5 components, however, 3D visualization of the 3 first components (fig 2.d) do not show good separation between causes and reverse probably because cause to effect relations are not linearly separable from effect to cause transitions.
Experiment 2: CICT identifies random transitions from causal relations
In this experiment, we evaluated whether our method is able to discriminate between random transition and the transitions that are sitting on causal pathway, either as a cause-effect, effectcause or early-late effect of a common cause. We used the ground truth to create a set of 250 random transitions and a sample of size 250 of causal relations. Then we split this 500 transition set into a 75% training subset and 25% validation set. Next, we trained a random forest model An area under curve more than 0.8 for a model is considered as an excellent discrimination power. Our objective in this experiment was to separate transitions on causal pathway from random transitions. All of the top 10 relations are well-known associations. Also the direction of causality correctly identified for 9 out of 10 to transitions (except for Hemarthrosis) Experiment 3: Evaluating CICT performance on a random subset of transitions To ensure that our results are not affected by design decisions in this experiment we first trained a predictive model and applied it to a random sample of transitions chosen and used afterward without any further filtering. We optimized training of a random forest for binary classification using a set of 285 cause-effect relations and 90 effect-cause as the positive class, plus 840 random relations as the negative class. Then we used all transitions with frequency > 20 among 873,761 total observed transitions, to create a random sample of size 1600. Next, we asked trained RF model to predict whether each of sampled transitions is on a causal pathway or not. We used predicted value as model's certainty of causality. Then for those transitions that both directions existed in results (like A-> B and B-> A) we kept the ones with higher certainty. Next, we removed any transition with a predicted probability less than 0.74 (lowest discrimination power achieved in experiment 1) and returned 74 relations. Next, we asked two clinicians to evaluate the output. CICT did not report any random transition. Among the transitions identified, after removing 12 unexplainable relations due to coding ambiguity (e.g. CHF -> CHF nonspecific), 62 remained where-in 52 (p=.764) were causal and 10 (p=0.147) effect -> cause relation. Experiment 4: CICT works independently of cohort and coding structure One important objective of our study was to create a context independent method that works across datasets and scientific disciplines. Therefore we designed an experiment to understand whether causality can be found regardless of changes in the dataset (as a matter of study design) and coding structure (e.g. ICD) (as a matter of human intervention on labeling). Accordingly, we defined a cohort of 211284 chronic heart failure (CHF) patients with 1758466 admissions between 2008-2011 identified by CMS definition of CHF from California state inpatient dataset. Then we used Clinical Classification Software (CCS) Coding, which consists of 259 diagnostic groups, to identify the clinical state of patients and to create the transition graph. Resulted graph contained 260 vertices (one for death) and 19890 transition edges. Next, we asked subject matter experts to label 322 transitions as 'causal', 'early-late effect', 'associated with no preferred direction' and 'irrelevant'. Then to predict a binary outcome of causal or not causal, we used a 60% random sample of data to train a random forest model and used the remaining 40% to test the model. We used 10-fold cross-validation on the training set to ensure model stability. Random Forest predictive model shows a discrimination power of 0.831 with Mean Square Error = 0.094 and R2 = 0.73. In this experiment, we changed the coding system and created a subset of data by preconditioning. The results show CICT is able to capture causality indifferently to the dataset and event identification. Also, it shows that a uniform changing in probabilities by preconditioning on specific states(CHF), did not affect the amount of causality information that system learned. Also in the secondary experiment, we used Random Forests to classify the type of transitions into four groups: 1-Causal 2-Early and late effect of a common cause 3-Coexistence 4-Random. As an example of interesting clinical findings, CICT suggested that atherosclerosis is an early effect prior to the calculus of kidney which in turn precedes acute myocardial infarction. Clinical meaning is that calculus of kidney can be an early warning for AMI. A literature review conducted later revealed a few recent studies suggesting an undirected association between calculus of kidney and adverse cardiovascular events and just one pathology study suggesting atherosclerosis can induce calculus of kidney. 
Important predictors of causal relations
Here we evaluate model variables to understand which of the 320 computed features are important predictors and are able to discriminate a causal relation from a random one. We used the model in experiment 2 and calculated relative importance (RI)(17) of variables on random forests to rank predictors. Then we kept top 8 predictors of the model with a relative importance between 1.0 and 0.043 (table 3) . Figure 3 represents histogram and density graphs of the top predictors in log scale and shows the distribution of predictors for causal and random transitions are results of two different generative processes. We evaluated the significance of differences by non-parametric and robust two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test(18) (p-value for top 6 predictors tends to zero, for intvl_median p = 1.655e-15).
The most important predictor was scfNMAD.x (Fig 3) : median absolute deviation of normalized confidences of outputs from source. The median of the distribution of scfNMAD for the source of causal edges is 4 order of magnitude larger than of random edges. This suggests that after adjusting for target probabilities, the probability of target conditioned on the source is higher for causal relations. The interesting observation is that without adjusting confidence, P(target | source) for the frequency of target a simple conditional probability is insignificant ( RI<.0001) and cannot differentiate signal from noise.
The second predictor is scbMedian.y: median of contributions of the target to other nodes. We defined contribution as the probability of being previously in a specific primary state once we are in a secondary state. For example knowing that a patient has pneumonia what is the probability that he had influenza beforehand. Judging the distribution of scbMedian.y by its median, it is one order of magnitude lower for targets of causal transitions comparing to random transitions. Aside from a chain that an effect can be a cause too, this is a behavior that we can expect mostly in effects as they do not contribute significantly to others. So it suggests that in a causal relation the target should behave like an effect.
The third predictor ocbNMAD.y: median absolute deviation of the normalized contribution of nodes into the target is significantly higher for causal relations. It means that after adjusting for the source prevalence, on average the influence of sources on an effect target is higher than for random targets.
ScfL1.y which is the 4 th predictor means the L-mean of confidences of transitions from target to other nodes. The median of the distribution of scfL1.y is lower for random relations than for causal relations. This suggests that a random target on average transits to more conditions at lower rates comparing to an effect target which transits to a lower number of conditions each with higher confidence. The distribution shows that effect nodes show a wide range of transition behaviors.
One interpretation is that some of the effects act as sinks and modulators that put patients on common afterward care pathways.
Interestingly we can see that causal transitions have a wider range of time intervals comparing to random transitions judging based on intvl_median: distribution of medians of time intervals of each transition edge. The distribution shows that causal things may happen as fast as one day or as late as more than a thousand days. But random transitions are mostly happening after 10 days with a median of approximately 150 days. Roughly speaking the average interval of causal transitions is lower than the center of the median interval of random transitions.
Another interesting finding is that 6 out of 8 top important predictors are related to node characteristics and just 2 low-rank predictors tz,(RI= 0.18) and intvl_median(RI= 0.08) are features of the specific edge. A plausible interpretation is that some conditions are by their very nature causal conditions and some are effects regardless of any other circumstances. Accordingly, the most important factor in determining whether a specific transition is causal or random is the nature of source and target of the transitions.
Evidently considerable amount of knowledge about nature of each phenomena can be gained from the composite of its previous (input) and afterward (output) events. Also, it is the nature of source and target that to a large degree specifies the type of transition between them. We can conclude that to understand whether a specific transition is causal or random depends on a higher order or meta structure of inputs and outputs to source and target. This results in three important findings: 1-standard Markov models contain implicit hidden structure and are richer in information than it is previously known, 2-considering that some of the important predictors are confidences of other nodes into source of an edge and contribution of target into other nodes suggests that a meta structure is in place in Markov models underlying the one step transitions which deserves further exploring 3-analysis of composition of input and outputs can reveal important causal pathway in prevalent real life one step input transition networks. 
Discussion
In their seminal paper "Causation and causal inference in epidemiology" K. J. Rothman et al state that "Philosophers agree that causal propositions cannot be proved, and find flaws or practical limitations in all philosophies of causal inference. Hence, the role of logic, belief, and observation in evaluating causal propositions is not settled. Causal inference in epidemiology is better viewed as an exercise in the measurement of an effect rather than as a criterion-guided process for deciding whether an effect is present or not" (15) . Despite their limitations, observational studies are often the only way to address many important causal questions. Thus, we observational studies are a necessary part of our causal tool box(16). In this study, using well-established machine learning models and free from formal constraints of study design, we showed that medical observational claims data, which is considered as unfit for causality inference, could be employed for clinical causality inference.
Also in the literature of causality inference, traditional knowledge is that short-term data cannot provide enough information to infer the causal relation (12) and almost all data-driven causality inference methods need time-series data of sufficient length (~> 25 points). Causality inference in Markov Chain data is mostly studied when the casual structure is known and the network is limited to directed acyclic form or when it is possible to factorize relations, like using Markov Blanket on Bayesian networks.
Here we introduced causality inference using composition of transitions (CICT) as a novel method for analysis of Markov chain data. Markov chain data is frequent in many real life scenarios in different disciplines where only short-term one-step data of many transitions exist. These complex situations happen frequently, such as in econometrics or high throughput biological data like genome-wide studies, physics, electrical engineering, page rank, molecular and higher order phenotypes, gene networks (17) , epidemiology (15) . Also, it can be used as an effective method for revealing dependency structure for creating a bayesian network and using further causality inference using Markov blanket and other methods or for predictive modeling. Also, the model design is easily applicable to continuous domains and in contexts that just input and outputs exist without an element of time. Due to its simplicity and generalizability, CICT has a potential influence on all applications and analysis of Markov Chain data across disciplines.
The novel idea of using compositions of input/outputs in CICT provides a new and rich set of information and reveals previously unknown facets of causality. CICT creates features from robust measures of distributions like median absolute deviation and L-moments, which are resilient against adding or dropping parts of information. This makes CICT robust to unmeasured confounding factors. This also opens a window to use random sampling methods for identifying distribution parameters to reduce the cost of computation, which is necessary for analysis of enormous large graph data. CICT is also significant by not being bounded by constraints on the network ( e.g acyclic structure) or data structure (e.g. separable cause and effect) or by modeling assumptions (e.g. existence of sufficient length of time series, or specific distributions). The new information created by CICT can be used to optimize a range of statistical or machine learning models to capture the notion of causality. This quality makes it possible to combine CICT with existing causal inference methods. Being model-free provides an open venue to use CICT in different contexts and for various objectives.
The possibility to identify causal networks from their compositional behavior reveals new facets of causality and provides an effective tool for system identification in frequently available and lowcost Markov Chain data in different sciences. It also has implications in our understanding of causality. As a future topic, we will seek to apply CICT in physics and web search domains and will consider combining our method with existing causality inference methods.
